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it Does in the BundleLooks as Neat When Erected as....
between posts.

sea-

For y„„, fence g.fes^o-should .Uo^pre-

wire for
ter Frost goods, 
with all No. 9 best galvanized 
filling, and join each intersecting pom 
with galvanized metal binding. r 
Gates have galvanized metal frames, with 
butt-welded ends, which makes the 
frames continuous. Most metal gates, 

know, have the ends of the pipe 
thread and coupling, 

But

makes it certain
slack or saggy .

stays tight and straight
under all conditions.

of it before

The real quality of “Frost” Fence cannot 
be known until it is stretched on the 
posts. Yet the appearance of the bundles 

gives you a good clue to t ie ext
of the fence For, unless the lateral

wires re exactly even in ’
fence c nnot roll up neatly. Ne,the can 
it if the stays are bowed; for then the 
stays, when rolled up, will be crisscrossed 
instead of parallel and straight with eac 
other, as the picture above show. 

1 here is no trick about bundling a tidy 
fence like this. The bundles look neat 
because the fence is made right.

grow 
Frost Fence
son after season 
The life is not stretched out

Thus it has always some-
for undue wear and tear.

it.you get 
thing in reserve

you
joined merely by a 
so the ends are the weakest parts, 
in Frost Gates the point where the weld 
comes is reinforced. Being so much 
thicker at these points, you see, the weak 
spot on other gates is the strongest place

BUY

■■ FROST "
fence

in ours.
Frost Fence can be stretched on the posts 

v -, ,„d with less outlay of time and
labor For this is the fence with laterals

, length And, as that fact makes 
■ " h t the strain and wear and
11 VC’ revenly distributed, instead of 

tightest strands only, 
better by far. You 

which

Not Only Best in Looks
is not the big 

It has

Get the Right Gates, Too
Then, after the pipe is bent and welded 
to form the frame, we clean it thoroughly 
of all grease, oil, scale and dirt. Next 
wc coat it smoothly with zinc spelter This gives 
7a bright, sightly finish, and adds greatly o
t|,e service it will give, h or it can then del y 
dampness. You should always buy F rost Gates 
dampnes You would not buy a non-

Ivan, zed or painted fence, would you ? In nearly 
every town or township some enterprising and ro
uble dealc. sells Frost goods. II you do not know 
him write to us before you buy any lence or gate.

however,
of Frost Fence.

from wire

Appearance, 
mg feature

■ draw and galvanize right here m our 
an plant. Thus we can be siik ‘ ;
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thatIt is woven ;

tear
being put 
I rust I encc 
v an 
arc 
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I he 
wears

fence that has stays 
absolutely straight.
Mrehaiut it they are by looking 

see in the picture above.

on

x build our own m 
into affordfinished in)Prthe And youwire

et w ise we
high standard

could not
of fence ■ j
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